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View From the Top

The President’s Column - Kevin Geiselman

Notes From the
Maintenance Department
The Editor’s Columns - David Brody

“Time is the universe’s way of keeping everything from happening at once.”
Of course, there are times when the universe
doesn’t seem to be doing a very good job of separating events. This month has seemed like one of those
failures with drama at work, holidays at home, relatives, illness and mixed signals all piled in upon each another in the last few
weeks of the year. All conspiring against my accomplishing anything of importance. I even forgot this column.
Now, if I had a time machine, I could go back and fix these things. Or perhaps I could just stop things for a while so I could catch up.
When H. G. Wells wrote The Time Machine, he didn’t look back. Wells
was a student of history and he could easily have had the Time Traveler go back
to some important event to expand on some sort of detail missed by history. But
the late 19th Century was not a time for looking back. Science was looking forward, as was Wells. Where are the things we are doing now going to take us?
Have we learned the lessons of the past?
Modern time travel stories seldom go to the future anymore. Rewriting the
past is all the rage and, invariably, it always seems to go bad. Back to the
Future screws things up pretty quickly and the main characters race against
time (ha) to make things right. The plot holes and contradictions were good
enough to carry the series through three films. The Butterfly Effect makes things
worse with each iteration. Going into the past to fix the present is pretty much
always a bad thing.
Of course, we never seem to learn our lesson though we keep trying again
and again. Perhaps Wells had it right in the first place by not looking back with
his machine. There is a new year upon us and every media outlet is going over
the events of the past year. But, more importantly, what will the new year
bring? Have we learned our lessons?
“Time flies like an arrow. Fruit flies like a banana.”
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It’s all about opinions and science fiction fans have
lots of them, The unfetttered tone of my monthly column is evidence of that and Ann and Greg’s wonderful
holiday party provided further proof. You see, this year
I brought my wife and she doesn’t read sf or fantasy. I mean, not a word of it.
But she knows how to party and in a memorable moment of human bridge building she asked a group of revelers to recommend a starter SF novel. Suddenly,
opinions were flying fast and furious. My wife became the center of intense discourses and heated disagreements. I was unimportant. I slunk off to find my own
heated discourse.
I found Phil Klass. Not too bad. It seems that Phil, like Barton Levenson,
disagrees with some of the opinions expressed in my column in last month’s issue
of Sigma. Fair enough. I’ve made a point of encouraging readers to respond to
my occasional diatribes and it wasn’t a surprise that my holiday season rant
prompted a word or two of dissent.
But, the quality of that dissent matters.
I admit that I got to the party with a bit of a brood on about Mr. Levinson’s
letter. I was bothered that he had taken issue with the opinions I expressed, but
hadn’t actually outlined a viewpoint of his own. I’ve committed to printing letters sent to Sigma, but I was concerned that in printing Mr. Levenson’s letter
(page 6), I wasn’t actually furthering the discussion.
So it was with great joy that I discovered that Phil also took issue with my
use of the word “fascism”. His direct experience of the last century’s most
destructive fascist regime makes him particularly qualified to have an opinion on
the subject. He argued that first, fascism required a military element and second,
it usually adopted the trappings of mythology. Of course I’ve mangled and
severely truncated his words, but I hope you get the point. And, he’s absolutely
right on both counts. I might argue that the current state of affairs has elements
of both myth and militarism, but I don’t want to reach any premature conclusions
about the future of American democracy.
It may not have been entirely clear that I was postulating the worst case outcome of allowing a right wing extremist agenda to take hold. “Fascism” isn’t a
word I take lightly. I’ve witnessed first hand how casually some people describe
others as “fascists”. Nonetheless. there are some disquieting signs on the horizon
and I tinged my words with hyperbole in order to make that point.
In the end Phil and I agreed to disagree. We’ve done that once before and I
hope we’ll have the chance to do it again. His views are always well reasoned
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Letters
I have three disagreements with David Brody’s column, “Notes from the
Maintenance Department,” in December’s Sigma. I’ll list them by paragraph.
First paragraph. Brody calls 1984 “the greatest science fiction novel ever
written.” Oh, really? Greater than Journey to the Center of the Earth? The
Time Machine? Dune? A Canticle for Leibowitz? The Left Hand of Darkness?
I enjoyed 1984 and it certainly has a claim to being a great SF novel, but I don’t
know if it’s the greatest.
Second paragraph. Brody lists some right-wing issues and concludes that
“These plus the Patriot Act plus a censorship-mad FCC equals fascism. The
equation is simple.” Sure it’s simple. It’s also wrong. As it happens, I voted
for John Kerry, but those who think the Bush administration is “fascist” don’t
have the faintest idea what the word actually means. I recommend reading my
essay on Robert Heinlein’s ideology in the April 1998 New York Review of
Science Fiction for a précis. That, or cracking a political science textbook.
Fourth paragraph. “[S]pirituality takes many forms, all of them legitimate.”
Oh, really? Was the religion of the Manson family or the Matamoros drug-running cult “legitimate?” How about Aztec paganism, with its mass cannibal feasts
to intimidate conquered peoples? How about Satanism? Was Richard Ramirez
someone society should have left alone? After all, by breaking into people’s
homes and raping, tormenting and killing them, he was just implementing what
he honestly believed.
A modicum of thought can prevent making some awfully foolish statements.
Barton Paul Levenson

Notes - continued from page 7

Reviews
Dog Warrior
by
Wen Spencer
reviewed by James Munizza
Dog Warrior, is the latest book in the Ukiah
Oregon series. While Ukiah appears in it, the main
focus tends to be on a new set of characters that are
destined to play a significant role in Ukiah’s life.
The story begins just outside of Boston with
two of the new characters (Atticus Steele and Kikaru Takahashi) liberating a dead
body, that strangely looks quite like Atticus, from the trunk of a car that happens
to have mice in with the body. Mice that Atticus and Kikaru happen to recognize
as blood mice. Taking the body and mice with them, they go to the place they are
staying and begin to piece together the identity of the body while trying to
arrange a buy of a new hot drug on the market called blissfire.
As Atticus, Kikaru, and their partner Kyle Johnson delve into the mystery of
the “dead body” (Ukiah), they are slowly draw into Ukiah’s world and problems.
Atticus also starts to find out more about himself and is forced to deal with this
new strange new reality.
Another character must also deal with their identity as Agent Zheng must
decide how she feels about Ukiah’s offer of marriage and his forced liaison with
the cultist Ping. The story moves along quickly and takes the Ontongard and the
Temple of New Reason fight to a higher level as the fate of the world hangs in
the balance. Ukiah, Atticus, and the Dog Warrior have to come to an uneasy
alliance to deal with this threat.
This novel brings a satisfying conclusion to the original story arc of the deadly Ae, and while I did miss the characters of Max (who mainly appears via phone
calls from Ukiah) & Sam, I’m waiting to see if the author will continue with
Ukiah’s story or if she’ll further explore Atticus’ story.

and useful and backed up by a tremendously wide ranging set of life experiences.
As for my wife? Well, she now has so many suggestions for her first SF
novel that she’s more confused than ever and yearns for the day when she thought
it was all just Star Wars, Mork from Ork and Duck Dodgers.
Happy New year!
(Editor’s note: Neither Sigma, nor any member of its editorial staff endorses acts of cannibalism, unless they’re in a Peter Greenaway movie and involve a
nice Bearnaise sauce.)
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December Minutes
Ann Cecil

People started arriving at Ann & Greg's house in Dormont a little before
2pm; the last party-goers were ushered out the door by Greg and Judy at 3:30
am (roughly). Ann had given up and gone to bed around 2:30 am, as the officially promised party was from 2-2.
As usual, there was an astounding amount of food, steadily arriving and
being consumed. Greg made a challah (spelling approximate), which Phil
Klass (aka William Tenn) blessed with a traditional Jewish prayer (ok, it is now
a tradition). It must have been particularly special, because it vanished from the
table in record time.
This year was less notable for the excellent food than the special people.
David Brody brought his lovely wife Elizabeth, who charmed us all, and
laughed at all of Phil's stories. Karen Yun-lutz showed off her newly reclaimed
figure in a mini-skirted outfit that kept a number of males standing attentively
nearby all evening. Chris Hutson demonstrated yet again that she can look very
classy in bargain clothes. Wendy Kosak (aka Wen Spencer) came all the way
from Boston just to attend the party, and seemed to be having a great time (certainly the crowd of people listening to her anecdotes were having one).
B.T. Robertson showed up in person, with an attractive young lady in tow:
his daughter! He left a copy of his novel behind for PARSEC to read. Lara
Van Winkle, (whose big news is her incipient graduation in May), Nancy
Janda, celebrating her new job at CMU, and Amy Finkbeiner, added grace to
the party. And Pervase and Aleta Akhtar brought their two young sons again;
we were all pleased to note signs of maturity and good manners in them.
Speaking of well-mannered, Randy Hoffman's sister Wendy brought her little
dog, Beau. While Beau does exhibit some doggy habits (making a bee-line for
any dropped food, looking longingly at full plates in hopes you'll drop some),
he isn't given to annoying barking or much jumping (and he's so short, no one is
in danger).
And there were more, all welcome, adding their own special flavors to the
party mix!
Among the missing: (and we did miss them!) Diane Turnshek, because of
her new post with SFWA, had to be at Philcon; JJ Walton and Mark Stewart,
chose Philcon over the party. We believe that next year Philcon will move off
the party date (yay!) so no one will have to choose again.
Til next year, and more great parties!
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Triangulation 2005 Open for Submissions
Barbara Carlson

I am accepting submissions for the next issue of Triangulation, due to be
published July 2005. Deadline for submissions is February 28, 2005. Don't
expect to get a response until after March 28, 2005. Please do not contact me to
find out the status of your story; that will only slow things down.
I will be using a small number of SF/Fantasy illustrations. Not story illustrations, just general little drawings with an SF or Fantasy theme. I use them to fill
in white space. There is no money in it, just the glory of having your artwork published. You do get mentioned as being the artist, of course. I prefer electronic
submissions, and I'd like to include a number of different artists, if possible.
Please send lo-resolution files until I get a chance to look at them. If I want bigger files, I will let you know.
You are permitted to submit both to Triangulation and the short story contest.
These are different things, and if you wish to be considered for both, please submit to both. There is no theme to Triangulation as there is for the short story contest.
If you have questions, please send email to: bcarlson@andrew.cmu.edu.
Submisssion Guidlines:
1. You must be a PARSEC member (include member number on front page of
manuscript).
2. Up to 5,000 words.
3. Science fiction, fantasy or other genre as long as it has an SF or Fantasy aspect.
4. Nothing X-rated. Tasteful sex, violence, etc. is okay if it relates to the story.
5. Electronic submission preferred; acceptable formats: .rtf or MS Word 2000.
6. Acceptable fonts: Courier, Times New Roman, Garamond, Arial, Helvetica.
7. Front page should contain your name, address, phone number, email address,
number of words in story, PARSEC membership number, title of story and your
pen name (if different from your real name).
8. Standard manuscript format is a good place to start (and an excellent place to
finish, too). Check out http://www-2.cs.cmu.edu/~mslee/format.html for an
explanation.
9. Deadline for submission: 28 February 2005.
10. Final acceptance dependent on satisfactory completion of requested revisions; asking for revisions does not guarantee acceptance.
11. We'll be paying a penny a word, like we did for Triangulation 2004.
12. You may send submissions to bcarlson@andrew.cmu.edu. If you can't send
it electronically, you may send it to:
Triangulation 2005
c/o Barbara Carlson
145 Margaret Street
Pittsburgh, PA 15210-2236
13. No handwritten manuscripts.
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